
 

Corona Virus Response # 9 from Texas Wealth Management, LLC by Michael Hesse 
 

Hello New World, Update # 8 
6/19/2020 

 

Please refer to our website to review the last eight letters in this series, or follow this link 

https://www.texaswealthmanagement.com/mikes-commentary. 

My last update, #7, was dated six weeks ago, May 8, 2020. A lot has happened since then. 

Some important, some sad and some just plain nuts. 

 Let us begin with the virus. In the prior eight letters I said that this situation would ebb and 

flow, have fits and starts, and that society overall would not continue with the responsible behaviors 

necessary to arrest the spread of the virus.  Sadly, all true. This week set a number of records. 

Worldwide, the highest single day of new cases at more than 150,000 occurred on Thursday, June 

18th. In the U.S. new cases were up 11% in this past week alone. In Arizona, Florida and Texas, this 

week had the highest single day of new cases since all this began. 

We had over 1,000 new cases in the Houston area on each of two days this week, for the 2nd 

and 3rd worst days yet. We are now approaching 20,000 active cases in the Houston area, up from 

7,500 just six weeks ago, and virus hospitalizations are at a record high. 

The virus is now infecting more and more younger people, whereas in the beginning it 

seemed to target the old. I assume this is not a conscious will of the virus, but rather is a result of the 

irresponsible “I’m bulletproof” behavior inherent in youth. I just pray that they do not wind up 

unintentionally killing their Grandmas, nor force a second shutdown of the economy. The experts say 

that this is not the second wave of the virus, but merely an ebb and flow continuation of the first 

wave. 

As to a second wave or just the perception thereof, I would like to quote from a Washington 

Examiner article dated June 19, 2020. “A second wave of the coronavirus would harm the public’s 

mental health after people built up hope during the reopening of the country, psychologists say. “I 

think a second wave would be devastating for a lot of people,” Dr. Crystal Park, professor of 

psychology at the University of Connecticut, told the Washington Examiner. “There is a sense that 

we have been through a really terrible, traumatic time and we are now in a phase of reopening and 

recovery.” People started to put some of the stress of COVID-19 behind them, so a second wave 

would “provoke a whole new and perhaps deeper sense of fear and uncertainty,” Park said. “We 

would be feeling like we are re-traumatized and likely more distressed and hopeless than the first 

time around.” As I stated in my last letter from six weeks ago. Welcome to “The Grind”. 

 Even if this is not the second wave of the virus, the economy may be entering its second 

wave. Important things will be happening over the next few weeks. Second quarter corporate 

earnings and other second quarter economic statistics will be released and are likely to be from really 

bad to record bad. The first round of free Government money, from the $1,200 stimulus checks, to 

the extra $600 per week added to unemployment checks, to the Paycheck Protection Program that 

https://www.texaswealthmanagement.com/mikes-commentary


 

paid many American’s salaries for the past couple of months, will all end. What then? Will consumer 

spending resume its decline, will unemployment continue its rise as the money to pay employees 

must now come from employers’ pockets and no longer from Uncle Sam’s pocket? Will this lead to 

loan defaults, unpaid apartment rents and car repossessions? Or, will the Government with the aid of 

the Federal Reserve, magically print up another two or three or more trillions of “helicopter money” 

to continue an attempt to push reality forward? Big stuff ahead.  
 

An update of the investment markets: 
 

Index 1 week 1 month 1 year 

S &P 500/Large U.S. Stocks -2% +5% +5% 

Global Dow/U.S. and Non-U.S. Stocks +1.5% +7.5% -8% 

Russell 2000/ U.S. Smaller Stocks +2% +5% -8.5% 

(OSX) Oil Service Stocks -3.5% +14% -56.5% 

(XAU) Gold/Silver Mining Stocks +2% -6% +42% 
 

In my last letter six weeks ago I said that if the stock market continued trending up while the 

fundamentals continued heading down, we would soon arrive at the largest reality gap ever recorded. 

We have arrived. Stock prices, in the good ole days of capitalism and free markets, used to more or 

less trend with the fundamentals. In today’s world of Central Bank control of all things financial, this 

is no longer the case, at least for now. So stock prices are on the roof while fundamentals are in the 

basement and the distance between the two has never been greater. Therefore the following is not an 

opinion, but rather an observation. The potential risk in the stock market has never been greater. 

Ever. Please see the opening paragraph of the first letter in this series dated March 13, 2020 for what 

that may mean. 

In the 5th letter in this series, update #4, dated April 10, 2020, I posed the concept of a grand 

tug of war for the pricing of stocks. On one side is the Fed and all of its newly created money 

attempting to prop up stock prices and on the other side is history and fundamentals which would 

suggest much lower stock prices. So far, the money is winning. So far, the Fed has forestalled a 

market crash. I use the word forestalled, not prevented. One word suggest permanence, the other does 

not.  The Fed’s goal is to prop markets up until the economy and fundamentals can improve enough 

to back fill the reality gap. I hope they can pull this off. I really do. However, when I look at all that 

must happen, all that must go just right in an unknown but finite period of time, I am skeptical. 

Growing up near NASA with all the astronaut kids, in my mind, I think of the enormous 

complexities, on the fly engineering decisions, and the flat out heroics involved in saving Apollo 13. 

This may prove to be even a more difficult needle to thread. For this to work, we desperately need 

that V shaped recovery, and quickly. But wait, we haven’t even seen the second quarter numbers yet, 

and the virus is growing again. Keep in mind, this whole virus thing is only four months old. Even if 

a vaccine is created by January, which is the ambitious goal of the five projects involved in 

“Operation Warp Speed”, it will be a year from now until we have some level of control over 



 

COVID-19. That is a long time to keep markets artificially propped up. A spark, a catalyst from 

wherever is all we need to send stocks plunging again. With the record reality gap they could fall a 

long way before reaching the solid ground in the basement, where the fundamentals reside. Bear 

markets have always loved to trick people into thinking they are over. This is where the term 

“Suckers Rallies” comes from. Since this current stock market rally was created by paper, from the 

Fed’s money printing attempt to insulate us from a market crash, perhaps we should call this one the 

“cellulose rally”. This rally has no structure. No 2x8s, no bricks, no concrete, no fundamentals 

holding it up, only paper. Might the cellulose rally eventually turn into the biggest sucker rally of all 

time? Stay tuned.  

In other investment news, oil prices have recovered to around $40 per barrel. Somewhat 

amazing considering the price was negative just two months ago. Has the price come up too far too 

fast? Perhaps the reflection of a bit too much optimism? Great question. Stay tuned. 

Interest rates remain near record lows with the ten year Treasury at around .7% and six 

month CDs at around .15%. When all this settles down, and it eventually will, people are going to 

wake up to the new world (the title of this series of letters) where safe money investments are 

basically paying nothing and the income component of total return will be the lowest since the Earth 

cooled. Just as what happened in late 2012 when interest rates hit an all-time low (they are much 

lower now) people began scrounging for any investment that provided even a half way decent check 

in the mail income. I predict this condition will be soon repeated. There are certain lower risk 

investments that may maintain a yield advantage for the next year or two. For our clients who are 

reading this, we have and will be recommending a portion of your money to ride this higher income 

wave as long as we believe it is prudent to do so. 

Gold prices have recently fluctuated in the neighborhood of $1,750 per ounce. World 

governments and central banks are now up to around $13 trillion of authorized newly minted money 

in just the past four months, up $3 trillion from my last letter. The following are quotes from a 

Reuters’ article dated June 20, 2020: “Our view is that the weight of monetary supply, expansion, is 

going to ultimately be debasing to the dollar, and the Fed commitments, which (are) anchoring real 

rates, make the case for gold pretty sturdy,” said Lisa Shalett, Chief Investment Officer, Wealth 

Management at Morgan Stanley. Nine private banks spoken to by Reuters, which collectively 

oversee around $6 trillion in assets for the world’s ultra-rich, said they had advised clients to increase 

their allocation to gold. Of them, four provided forecast and all saw prices ending the year higher 

than they are now. The boost in demand could be a self-fulfilling prophecy for the metal’s price, as 

any shift in allocation from bond and equity markets, estimated at up to a combined $200 trillion, has 

a much larger impact on the smaller gold market, estimated at less than $5 trillion.” 

It is my opinion that the bull market in precious metals has just begun. A recent article said 

that all of the gold ever mined, all of the gold that exists above ground today, whether it be in a coin, 

a bar, a piece of jewelry or in someone’s tooth, all of it would fit in the base of the Statue of Liberty. 

I have done some “yellow pad math” on the supply of not only real gold but also including the 



 

market capitalization of the common stock shares of companies that mine precious metals. The total 

available supply is a very small fraction of what the potential demand could be, and as you can 

ascertain from the quotes above, the psychology of demand is just beginning to shift in favor of the 

precious metals. Only the good Lord knows where this could eventually go. I will tell you what I do 

know though. Assuming this is the beginning of the next bull market in precious metals, no matter 

how long it lasts and no matter how far it goes, it will not be a straight line up. Mining shares (gold 

funds/precious metals funds) are one of the most volatile investment subsets that exists. Along with 

big up moves, will be big retracement down moves. Twenty to thirty percent retracements are to be 

expected, so don’t freak out when/if these come. For clients reading this, we will be calculating the 

percentage of your portfolio in precious metals and will be discussing with you at each review 

meeting whether to take some chips off the table or whether to let it ride until our next meeting.  

One of the keys that makes us (Texas Wealth Management) different, and in my opinion, in a 

better way, is that each client is unique and advised individually. With TWM, there are no cookie 

cutter solutions or one size fits all answers.  

Each of you matter to us and we are thankful for our relationship with you. As we progress 

through Phase Two, “The Grind” (see my last letter dated May 18, 2020), we will continue to 

communicate with you as developments occur. No matter how many months we are away from a 

victory over COVID-19, there will be a victory, and we will be there to celebrate it with you. 

Be safe my friends.  

 

Sincerely, 

Michael W. Hesse, CFP, CLU, ChFC, CPFA 

Texas Wealth Management LLC, Managing Member 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disclosure: The views expressed herein are not necessarily the opinion of FSC Securities Corporation. 


